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Abstract

The Cauca nest is an hypocentral zone of high intermediate-depth seis-
mic activity of unknown nature located in a subducting slab beneath Colom-
bia. This work presents relocated events obtained by the Red Sismológica
Nacional de Colombia (RSNC) for the Cauca nest in the North limit of the
Cauca segment slab. Focal mechanism solutions (39 acceptable solutions
from 48) describe mostly normal faulting (normal and oblique-normal), fol-
lowed by reverse faulting (reverse and oblique-reverse) and some few strike-
slip movements, showing predominance of strikes similar to slab strike direc-
tion. Stress field orientations were determined based on fault plane solutions
associated with the focal mechanisms. Results might be explained by pos-
sible slab detachment and the high seismic activity in this part of the slab
could be due to the location of the nest being close to the North limit of
the slab. There, the nest is in contact with the movements of mantle ma-
terial both in the mantle wedge and the mantle window between the Cauca
and Bucaramanga slab segments, creating a critical weaker zone that could
facilitate seismicity.



Key concepts: Focal mechanisms, stress field, detachment, Wadati-
Benioff zone, hypocentral relocation, amplitude ratio, mantle window.
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Resumen

El nido del Cauca es una zona hipocentral de alta actividad śısmica
intermedia-profunda de naturaleza desconocida localizada en un slab en sub-
duccion bajo Colombia. Este trabajo presenta eventos relocalizados obteni-
dos por la Red Sismológica Nacional de Colombia (RSNC) para el nido del
Cauca en el ĺımite Norte del segmento del slab del Cauca. Las soluciones
de los mecanismos focales (39 soluciones aceptables de 48) describen en su
mayoŕıa fallamiento de tipo normal (normal y normal-oblicuo), seguido por
fallamiento de tipo inverso (inverso y oblicuo-inverso) y algunos movimientos
transversales, mostrando una prodominancia de direcciones de strike simi-
lares a la dirección de strike del slab. Las orientaciones de los campos de
esfuerzo fueron determinados basados en la solución de planos de falla aso-
ciados a los mecanismos focales. Los Resultados pueden ser explicados por
un posible separación del slab y la alta actividad śısmica en esta parte del
slab puede otorgarse a la úicación del nido al estar cerca del ĺımite Norte
del slab. Por ende, el nido está en contacto con los movimientos de material
mantélico, tanto de la cuña mantélica como de la ventana mantélica entre los
segmentos del slab del Cauca y de Bucaramanga, creando una zona cŕıtica
de debilidad que podŕıa facilitar la sismicidad.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Seismicity leads to wave propagation along the Earth internal structure due
to local or regional interactions, which can be from fault movements due to
tectonic plate movements in all tectonic regimes (divergent zones like rifts,
convergent zones such as subduction zones, and transform zones), move-
ments of fluids in the ground (Miller et al., 2004) or at volcanoes (Fehler,
1983) or due to anthropogenic operations like hydraulic fracturing for ex-
ample (Van Der Baan, Eaton, Dusseault, et al., 2013).

However, most of these interactions generate relatively shallow-focus
earthquakes (depth < 70km). Other events are occurring in the mantle gen-
erating intermediate-depth earthquakes (70km ≤ depth ≤ 300km) and deep-
focus earthquakes (300km > depth ≤ 700km). Mostly, the intermediate-
depth and deep-focus events are from subducting plates, capable of reach-
ing those depth values while retaining their brittle behavior to be able to
host seismic events. Earthquakes at deep-focus activity are described by the
Wadati-Benioff zone, which is the seismicity corresponding to a slab in a
subduction zone. The zone explains that at higher depths subducting slabs
loses the brittle properties due to high temperatures and pressures. Deep-
focus events are mentioned to be generated by special mechanism such as
olivine undergoing a phase transition to spinel structures (Green Ii & Burn-
ley, 1989).

Colombia is located at the northwest of the South American plate.
Colombia is located in between two convergent margins, with the Nazca-
South American subduction zone in the Pacific ocean and the Caribbean-
South American subduction zone in the Caribbean sea. These interactions
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are responsible for the intermediate-depth seismicity in the country, which
also presents zones of high stationary seismic activity relative to their sur-
roundings called nests (Zarifi, Havskov, & Hanyga, 2007).

Three main nests have been identified in Colombia: the Bucaramanga
nest (Schneider, Pennington, & Meyer, 1987; Frohlich, Kadinsky-Cade, &
Davis, 1995), Cauca nest and Murindo nest (Vargas & Mann, 2013). Zarifi
(2007) recognizes two kind of seismic nests: (A) nests related to tectonic
processes in the subduction zone, and (B) nests located on downgoing slabs
and related to volcanic activity. Nests like the Cauca and Bucaramanga are
part of the A class. However, there is no classification for the Murindo nest
by the same author because most likely the Murindo nest does not fit in
category A or B.

This thesis will investigate the focal mechanisms of some earthquakes
belonging to another seismic nest located below the western cordillera, the
Cauca nest, as well as the parametrization of their calculation using earth-
quakes from the National Seismological Colombian Network (RSNC) database.
Focal mechanisms results are then inverted for the stress orientations to in-
vestigate the stress field affecting the slab in the nucleation zone of the nest.
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Chapter 2

Geological Setting

2.1 Geological Background

Colombia is located on the northwestern part of the South American plate,
hosting the three division of the northern Andes mountain chain which ex-
tends from south Argentina (Patagonia) to Colombia on the west margin
of the plate. The branches are: (1) the western cordillera, (2) the central
cordillera, (3) and the eastern cordillera (see Figure 2.1). The central and
western cordillera are separated by the Cauca-Pat́ıa depression, and the cen-
tral and eastern cordillera are separated by the Magdalena valley (see Figure
2.1).
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Figure 2.1: Tectonic map of Colombia showing plate velocities relative to the
fixed South American plate, volcanoes, and tectonic and structural features.
Labeled features are: western cordillera (WC), eastern cordillera (EC), cen-
tral cordillera (CC), Romeral fault system (RFS), Chocó block (CB) (Taken
from (Pulido, 2003)).

The eastern cordillera, having a Precambrian metamorphic basement
(Restrepo & Toussaint, 1988), is also an inverted sedimentary sequence
product of a deep deformation in the crust (Cediel, Shaw, & Cáceres, 2003),
facing to the east the Llanos basin. The central cordillera is composed by
various metamorphic units from the Paleozoic with Mesozoic igneous bod-
ies intruding (Restrepo & Toussaint, 1988). Finally, the western cordillera
is described as arc islands accreted during the Miocene (Restrepo & Tous-
saint, 1988) in the north of this mountain chain, and oceanic material (mafic
and ultramafic), ophiolite, oceanic volcano-sedimentary deposits and others
at the central and south part of the chain (Restrepo & Toussaint, 1988).
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Here, a fault very active seismically divides oceanic and continental crust,
named Romeral fault system (see Figure 2.1), describing a suture between
the collision of these two different tectonic environments. This fault system
is located on the western flank of the central cordillera, limiting the Cauca-
Pat́ıa depression on the west side of the fault system.

2.2 Tectonic Background

Colombia has two convergent margins with the Caribbean and Nazca plates,
which are responsible for the main crustal deformation of the territory. Mo-
tion velocities of the plates have been determined by Kellogg, Vega, Stailings
and Aiken (1995) and Freymueller, Kellogg and Vega (1993) relative to the
South American plate. Nazca is converging towards South American at ∼ 6
cm/yr creating the western trench in Colombia (Nazca-South America plate
boundary, see Fig. 2.1), and the Caribbean plate is moving towards South
American plate at 1-2 cm/yr creating the accretionary wedge in the north
of the country (see Figure 2.1).

The Nazca plate was born alongside the Cocos plate by splitting the
Farallon plate (Lonsdale, 2005). The Farallon plate slab pull forces came
from two different directions, namely from the Middle America and South
America subduction zones, respectively. Such divergent slab pulls forced
the Farallon plate to respond by splitting and creating the Cocos and Nazca
plates ∼ 23 Ma ago (Lonsdale, 2005). One of the consequences to these
divergent stresses is of great interest, which is the creation of the Sandra rift
(see Figure 2.2).

Lonsdale (2005) describe this area as an ”abandoned” risecrest still
marked by a band of seismicity with several recent earthquakes strong
enough to yield centroid moment tensor (CMT) fault plane solutions (mag-
nitude <4-5), which indicated dominantly strike-slip solutions, but some of
them also indicate normal faulting, appropriate for a non quiet spreading
axis. Evidence of seismicity associated with an East-West rough topographic
band has led past authors like de Boer et al. (1988) to label the Sandra rift
as a nascent spreading center, which began to detach a North Nazca mi-
croplate from the Nazca plate.

Lonsdale (2005) interpret-this as a residual or reactivated tectonism
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along an imperfect Late Miocene plane suture. In the area of the mentioned
seismicity with some fault plane solutions, Lonsdale (2005) proposed that
in order to better explain these events, there must be a better earthquake
location determination, and a higher resolution swath bathymetric mapping
of the rift. Based on a structural and crustal age patterns mapped in one
of his figures (see Figure 2.2), Lonsdale (2005) propose that the Sandra rift
is a Cocos-Nazca spreading axis that propagated westward from at least 12
Ma to 9 Ma.

Figure 2.2: Revised pattern of crustal isochrons and magnetic anomaly pro-
files along tectonic boundaries. The Sandra rift is indicated. (Taken from
(Lonsdale, 2005))
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Seismicity maps by Vargas & Mann (2013) (see Figure 2.4) and the one
produced in this work (see Figure 2.5), show different geometries for the
same Nazca plate.

Both figures shows how the Nazca plate seems to show different slabs sub-
ducting beneath the Colombian territory. Some authors like Vargas & Mann
(2913) and Chiarabba et al. (2016), alongside with cross-section hypocenter
profiles as Figure 2.5 and 2.6 and velocity models, propose an East-West
subduction discontinuity that divides the subduction into two segments: (1)
a flat slab subduction beneath the Colombian territory (above the 5◦N lati-
tude) and (2) a steeper subduction South the 5◦N latitude. Vargas & Mann
(2013) propose a slab tear called as the Caldas tear.

In their 3D velocity model, Chiarabba et al. (2016) found lateral veloc-
ity heterogeneities and an abrupt offset of the Wadati-Benioff zone. Also,
the north segments of the slab extends about 400 km eastwards as a flat
slab before it deeps ∼ 50◦ beneath the Eastern cordillera, where it yields
the Bucaramanga nest. This behavior is consistent with the disappearance
of volcanism in the Andes mountain chain above the 5◦N latitude. The
appearance of the Caldas tear could also be related to the Sandra rift that
goes also into the subduction beneath the South American plate (Syracuse,
Maceira, Prieto, Zhang, & Ammon, 2016).

Figure 2.3: Plate slabs geometries proposed by (Syracuse et al., 2016) be-
neath the Colombian territory. (Taken from (Syracuse et al., 2016))

Syracuse et al. (2016) proposed a tectonic model of the slabs beneath the
Colombian territory, where the slab tear exists and in their words implies
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three segments in the subduction; (1) a Caribbean segment, (2) a Bucara-
manga segment which is the flat subduction above the 5◦N and (3) a Cauca
segment which is actually a steep slab beneath the 5◦N latitude. However,
the illustrated model shows only two segments, explaining that the second
segment may have a Caribbean plate origin and proposed a slab collision
between the Bucaramanga segment and the Caribbean segment (see Figure
2.3). Calais & Mann (2009) shows GPS vectors marking a decrease in veloc-
ities consistent with the collision of the Panamian arc with the Northwestern
South American (Northwestern Colombia) plate, also describing a conver-
gent margin between Caribbean and South American plates. According to
Cortés & Angelier (2005), the tectonic behavior of the arc collision together
with the movements of Nazca and Caribbean plates determine the main
stress field in the Northwest Andes (North Colombian Territory). However,
since there isn’t a defined triple junction between the three plates, it seems
that the actual Panamá-Chocó block is the one who accommodates relative
movements by a series of inverse faulting with north-west and north-east
strike direction (Pennington, 1981).

2.2.1 Main Fault Systems

In Northern Colombian, the Santa Marta massif is limited to the north by
the Oca fault, which separates the massif from the coast of the Caribbean
sea. To the west, the same fault divides the Serrańıa de Perijá, and divides
the Maracaibo basin from the north coast with right-lateral displacements
(USGS & Paris, 2000). To the west, the Santa Marta massif is limited by
the Santa Marta-Bucaramanga fault that comes from the Caribbean coast
of Colombia, crossing over to the eastern cordillera with a left-lateral inverse
behavior (USGS & Paris, 2000) (see Figure 2.1).

In the west part of the country, the Panamá-Choco block is limited by
the Uramita fault in the north and with the Garrapatas fault at the south.
To the north and the south, the shape is dominated by the interaction be-
tween the Panamá-Chocó block and the Nazca plate subduction, and the
deformation decreases towards the Caribbean region. This fault system con-
sists predominantly of inverse faulting and strike slip with east dip direction.
The system behaves as a positive flower structure (Cediel et al., 2003) (see
Figure 2.1).

Faulting in the mid Colombian territory is from the Magdalena valley.
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Palestina fault and Salinas fault systems are the most predominant systems
between the central and the eastern cordillera and mainly located in the
western flank of the central cordillera is the Romeral fault system (see Fig-
ure 2.1). The Palestina fault is located on the eastern side of the central
cordillera with inverse left-lateral behavior, while the Salinas fault system is
located in the western side of the eastern cordillera, with a similar behavior
as the Palestina fault (USGS & Paris, 2000). In addition, the eastern flank
of the central cordillera has the Ibagué fault, which passes in the middle of
the central cordillera and then in the eastern flank of the central cordillera,
near Ibagué city. Its behavior is dextral oblique, cutting Precambrian and
Jurassic bodies (USGS & Paris, 2000) (see Figure 2.1).

The Piedemonte Llanero corresponds to basically all the eastern flank
of the eastern cordillera, which represents the limit between the mountain
region of Colombia and the Llanos Orientales, where is located the Llanos
basin. Guaicaramo, Yopal and Servitá are the main fault systems on the
mentioned flank, showing inverse behavior. The movement of the fault is
absorbed by displacement along the Algerciras-Altamira fault system in the
southern region of the eastern cordillera (Taboada et al., 2000).

2.2.2 Volcanism

Figure 2.5 and Figure 3.2 show the distribution of the main active volcanoes
in the Colombian and Ecuador territories. Notice that the main volcanoes
labeled on the figures in blue triangles lie upon the central cordillera in the
Colombian territory, up to 5◦N the position of the proposed Caldas tear
(Vargas & Mann, 2013). Syracuse et al. (2016) explains this northern non-
volcanogenic territory due to the flat slab subduction segment (named as the
Bucaramanga segment) and also supports the Caldas tear due to adakitic
samples from Nevado del Ruiz (Borrero, Toro, Alvarán, & Castillo, 2009).
Adakitic rocks are produced by melting of subducted oceanic crust, which
occurs either if the crust is warm and young or heated by mantle flow in the
slab edge (Defant & Drummond, 1990). Syracuse et al. (2016) declares that
there must be a flow around the slab edge that play a role in melting the slab
since, despite the young and warm subduction crust in Colombia, thermal
modeling shows that a predominantly two-dimensional structure is unable
to produce temperatures sufficient to melt the subducted crust (Syracuse,
van Keken, & Abers, 2010).
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2.3 Seismicity

The seismicity registered by the National Sismological Network of Colombia
(RSNC) from June 1993 illustrates patterns of seismicity across the terri-
tory. To the East, shallow seismicity (≤30 km of depth) is present all over
the east flank of the eastern cordillera, facing the Llanos basin (see Figure
2.5). This is likely related to the mentioned faults of Yopal, Servitá and
Guaicaramo, and a tendency to follow north all along the Andes de Merida.
However, there is an interesting decrease in seismicity along this part, ex-
actly at the position of the Caldas slab tear.

There is some shallow seismicity along the Pacific coast, indicating the
subduction of the Nazca plate along the trench, and with increasing hypocen-
tral depth toward the East (see Figure 2.5). However, there is a clear dis-
continuity in depth of seismicity, between the northern part of Colombia
(<5◦N) and the southern part (<5◦N) (see Figure 2.5). This is attributed
by some authors (Vargas & Mann, 2013) to the proposed Caldas slab tear.
Shallow seismicity is also presented in the Caribbean region, and all along
the eastern flank of the Easter Cordillera, separating the Andean mountain
region from the Llanos basin (see Figure 2.5). There is also a small cluster
of shallow seismicity in the Llanos basin In their 2013 article, (Vargas &
Mann, 2013) mentioned the three main nests of Colombia: Bucaramanga
nest, Cauca nest, and Murindó nest (Figure 2.5). At the same time, they
classified the Murindó nest apart from the Bucaramanga and Cauca nest,
due to their concentrated shallower depth earthquakes from the two last
mentioned.
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Figure 2.4: Colombia map showing the main nests of Colombia: Bucara-
manga nest (BN), Cauca nest (CN) and Murindó nest (MN) as stars labeled
in blue. Also showing some neotectonic features; plate boundaries, fault sys-
tems, and earthquake hypocentral solutions of approximately 30’000 events
from the RSNC catalog, from 1993-2012. (Taken from (Vargas & Mann,
2013))
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Figure 2.5: Seismic map showing seismic events from 1993 to present (2016)
of the RSNC catalog. To have a manageable figure, one epicenter was plotted
every ten epicenters. Original number of earthquakes is 150’000, but here
only 15’000 are shown. Also, two cross-sections of the hypocenters across
the Colombian Andean region are showed in Figure 2.6 corresponding to
the line segments A and B. Western Cordillera (WC), Central Cordillera
(CC), Eastern Cordillera (EC). Stars 1, 2 and 3 are Bucaramanga, Cauca
and Murindó nests, respectively.
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Figure 2.6: Cross-sections of the A and B segments of Figure 2.5 revealing
the two slab subductions and the Bucaramanga (B) and Cauca (A) nests on
each one. These cross-sections include the seismicity of 1 degree around the
two segments shown in Figure 2.5

2.3.1 Bucaramanga Nest

The Bucaramanga nest is found at an average depth of ∼160km with its
center at Los Santos (Bucaramanga, Colombia) (6◦48′N, 73◦10′W) on the
down-dip extension of the southern subduction zone and has an estimated
volume of ∼(13x18x12)km (Frohlich et al., 1995; Schneider et al., 1987).
Some authors suggests that the nucleation of intermediate-depth nests such
as the Bucaramanga nest corresponds to the slabs subduction associated
with the Caldas tear phenomenon, specially in the bending part of the slab
(Vargas & Mann, 2013).

Harvard Centroid Moment Tensor (CMT) focal mechanisms solutions,
mentioned in (Zarifi et al., 2007), show mostly double-couple focal mech-
anisms with significant percentage of Compensated Linear Vector Dipole
(CLVD) components. CLVD mechanisms correspond to the compression of
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the medium compensated by some dilatation in other directions, or vicev-
ersa, and can explain some of volcano-tectonic events observed at volcanoes
(Kikuchi & Kanamori, 1991) for example. The CLVD are usually related to
volcanic activity (Stein & Wysession, 2009) or to complexity of the source
(Kikuchi & Kanamori, 1991). The variation of the fault plane solutions and
the high percentage values of CLVD’s led to the hypothesis of magma in-
trusion and migration, followed by volcanic development (partial melting at
depth), as the trigger for the Bucaramanga nest (Schneider et al., 1987).

Tomographic results from Van der Hilst & Mann (1994) imaging the
northern Andes block suggest a mantle wedge below the Bucaramanga nest
marked by P-wave velocity with values 2.5% lower than the normal velocity
at those depths. Based on these results and on their study on stress field
and the use a 3D Finite Element Model (FEM) to simulate slab collisions,
(Zarifi et al., 2007) explain the Bucaramanga nest as a concentration of a
complex stress field near the contact of the two subducted slabs (Caribbean
and Nazca plates). However, Chiarabba et al. (2016) claim that the con-
centrated intermediate-depth earthquakes beneath Bucaramanga is due to
a massive dehydration and eclogitization of a thickened oceanic crust, which
subduction behaves as a flat slab at latitudes >5.0◦N, and then its angle
increases beneath the Eastern Cordillera. However, the tomographic res-
olution is insufficient to perceive structural controls and features to really
explain why the hydration and eclogitization of the crust creates a nest at
that point, and not along the slab in the subduction process. Also, (Syracuse
et al., 2016) proposes that the Bucaramanga nest could be caused by a possi-
ble interaction of the Caribbean plate and the Nazca flat slab (Bucaramanga
segment) based on their 3D slab models.

2.3.2 Cauca Nest

The Cauca nest is found according to Vargas & Mann (2016) at ∼400 km
southwest of the Bucaramanga nest (Figure 2.5) presenting intermediate-
depth seismicity. Events at this location have been interpreted by (Cortés
& Angelier, 2005) as a bend phenomenon in the Cauca slab. However, there
is no consensus still on the origin of the two intermediate depth nests (Bu-
caramanga and Cauca nests). For the Cauca nest, the bend phenomenon
still doesn’t answer why the same frequency of events of the Cauca nest
is not present along the slab bend in northeastern-southwestern direction,
since all the slab parts are subducting. Then the bending bending might
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be a phenomenon repeated all along the North-south direction of the slab
and the nucleation frequency must be present all along the same direction
showing the same bending behavior.

2.3.3 Murindó Nest

The Murindó nest is recognized by Vargas & Mann (2016) as a shallow (<40
km of depth) nucleation of earthquakes near the Panamá-Chocó block (see
Figure 2.4). There is no clear study of this nest, but is only mentioned
due to the intense recurrent seismicity near the Murindó region. Authors
like Cardona, Salcedo and Mora (2005) and Cortés & Angelier (2005) at-
tribute the high seismicity as the effect of triple plate convergence and the
stress field accommodation by the Panamá-Chocó block and Romeral and
Uramita fault systems (Cortés & Angelier, 2005). Based on (Cardona, Sal-
cedo, & Mora, 2005) and fault plane solutions in the region, the main stress
field has a north provenance; possibly from the Caribbean and Panamá block
interaction with the South American plate. Due to the structural complex-
ity of the region, there is no main fault provenance of the seismicity but a
fault system which responds to the tectonic stresses of the triple junction.
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Chapter 3

Framework

3.1 Seisan: The Earthquake and Analysis Soft-
ware for Windows, Solaris, Linux and MacOX

SEISAN (Ottemöller & Havskov, 2014) is a software that compile multiple
codes for different purposes. Each code or each specific file runs different
calculations programs, so each one has a different purpose, and other codes
are dependent from another basic ones such as hypocenter calculations.

The software is organized in directories. Each directory manages differ-
ent files, such as dependency libraries for the codes to run, stations data,
crustal velocity models, manual of the software and specific code informa-
tion, waveforms and information of the events, etc.

The database for work in SEISAN is mainly composed by: (1) the phase
data (S-file) and hypocenter files, (2) the waveforms data files, and in some
cases, the (3) continuous waveform data files (Ottemöller & Havskov, 2014).
For the Waveform data files, SEISAN support various waveform formats, in-
cluding SEISAN, GSE2.0, SEED/MINISEED, GURALP, HELMBERGER,
SAC binary, SAC ASCII.
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Figure 3.1: Image illustrating the phase and polarity associated picking on
Single Trace Mode window. (Taken from (Ottemöller & Havskov, 2014))

To open the window for picking phases, polarities and amplitudes, first
the command eev is entered in the Linux terminal to enter the code en-
vironment of SEISAN, and then the command po to plot the waveforms.
The command also calls the corresponding S-file, with parameters of the
waveform section such as phases, polarities, amplitudes, etc. (Ottemöller &
Havskov, 2014). The window will initially show all the waveforms associated
with all the components of every station related to the event. However, the
user can configure the view by selecting a list of the available components
of stations they want to see.

For picking phases, Ottemöller & Havskov (2014) recommend the Sin-
gle Trace Mode window for more precision, and indicate the picking of the
phase by putting the cursor over the time of the phase arrival, and pressing
the corresponding number for the phase. If a polarity must also be picked,
the cursor must be positioned at the time of the phase arrival, but outside
the horizontal blue line limits of polarity (Figure 3.1). The Single Trace
Mode is not necessary for polarity picks, but amplitude picks associated
to phases can only be achieved in the Single Trace Mode (Ottemöller &
Havskov, 2014). Once pickings are done and the window of plotted wave-
forms is closed, the software automatically update the corresponding S-file
with the picked features.
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3.2 Fault Plane Solution Codes: FOCMEC, HASH,
FPFIT, PINV

FOCMEC, HASH, FPFIT and PINV are codes inside the SEISAN software
for fault plane solutions. Each code may receive slightly different parame-
ters and data for solution computing.

FOCMEC in SEISAN was created by Snoke, Munsey, Teague and Bollinger
(1984) and adapted/modified by Ottemöller & Havskov (2014) for compiling
with SEISAN and other new features. The program solves double couple
focal mechanisms using polarities and amplitude ratios for local and dis-
tant (global) events (Ottemöller & Havskov, 2014). Ottemöller & Havskov
(2014) insist that the optimal solution could be obtained using only the po-
larities, and that amplitude ratios would constrain the solution by providing
confirmation of the solution or by selecting one of the several equally good
solutions. Instrument response correction is not mandatory to be made,
since ideally it will be the same for all the components, and what only
matters is the amplitude ratio. Original amplitude are in counts and not
in nm, and Wood-Anderson synthetic seismogram simulation would correct
that measure. However, that is also not needed in the code (Ottemöller &
Havskov, 2014) since only the ratio is needed, which is independent of the
unit of measure. Also, even if FOCMEC can read information on the radial
component (if the seismogram is rotated), Ottemöller & Havskov (2014) rec-
ommend to not use the amplitudes and polarities for this component since
the SV amplitude and phase change rapidly around the critical angle, and
information can be unreliable. Assuming the amplitudes are read in trans-
verse (SH) and vertical component (SV, P), the following amplitude ratios
are calculated: SV/P , SH/P , SV/SH.

Default parameters of attenuation in the code are: Q = 100 x f1.0 for
P and S waves, where f is the frequency. However, those parameters might
be changed in the FOCMEC.DEF file.

The second code is HASH (Hardebeck & Shearer, 2008), which deter-
mines the solutions in the same way as FOCMEC, taking amplitude ratios
and polarities as input. The advantage of this code is that it finds one or a
few best solutions while FOCMEC shows many solutions, and the user must
choose one among them (Ottemöller & Havskov, 2014). Free surface correc-
tion is not presented in this code, so it takes the correction from FOCMEC
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as input for HASH. Also, HASH does not change the solution by a wrong
amplitude ratio, since the average of amplitude errors is used as selection
criteria and not a single amplitude (Ottemöller & Havskov, 2014). This
HASH code in SEISAN is a simplified implementation of the original code,
since the original code has many parameters hardwired.

When running the HASH code, some parameters will be asked from the
user: (1) sample interval of grid angle for focal mechanism calculation (2
is the default), (2) maximum number of polarity errors (mandatory since
there is no default value), (3) maximum average error in amplitude ratio,
log10 (0.2 as default value), (4) angle for computing mechanisms probability
(default value is 60) and (5) probability threshold for alternative solutions
(0.1 as default value) (Ottemöller & Havskov, 2014).

The third code FPFIT only uses polarities to find one or several fault
plane solutions (Ottemöller & Havskov, 2014) by a search in a two stage
grid procedure. The program only makes an attempt to find the solution if
the number of polarities is equal or higher than 6. The output in the S-file
shows along with the fault plane solution an F-factor (from 0.0 to 1.0) which
describes the fit error. A good fit is described by a value less than 0.5, while
a 1.0 means a perfect misfit (Ottemöller & Havskov, 2014). The advantage
of this code compared to FOCEMC is that formal errors are estimated and
usually only one solution is given based on it (Ottemöller & Havskov, 2014).

PINV, the fourth code is more an accessory. It only use the polarities
picked to find a fault plane solution. PINV gives a a quick solution which can
be used as an indicator to evaluate the best solution between the other three
codes, however, it’s not recommended to use it as a final result (Ottemöller
& Havskov, 2014).

Based on pre-test and the mentioned characteristics of the codes, HASH
was the selected code for the parameterization test and the final focal mech-
anism calculations.

3.3 Colombian National Seismological Network (RSNC)

The RSNC is the seismological authority division of the Colombian Geologi-
cal Service (SGC; Servicio Geológico Colombiano), which started to operate
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in June of 1993 (Ojeda & Havskov, 2001) and is part of the National System
for the Attention and Disaster Preventions (Sistema Nacional para la Alerta
y Prevención de Desastres). Currently the RSNC possesses 50 seismolog-
ical stations, without taking into account international stations, temporal
stations, and other country stations such as the ones from Ecuador and
Panamá Networks, which also provide information to the RNSC (RSNC,
2016b) (Figure 3.2). However, the RSNC in other documents (RSNC, 2016a)
also presents a total of 51 stations, most of them are broad-band, while oth-
ers are short-period seismometers (Figure 3.3; Figure 3.4).

Figure 3.2: Map showing the location of the RSNC stations.
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Figure 3.3: Map of the RSNC network showing the RSNC seismic stations
in Colombia (RSNC, 2016a). Green triangles represent short-period sensors
and red squares represent broad-band sensors.
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Figure 3.4: Table of the RSNC showing the sensor type for each of the RSNC
stations (RSNC, 2016a) according to the stations indicated on Figure 3.3.

Near or during 2002, the RSNC changed the velocity model used for the
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Colombian lithosphere. Ojeda & Havskov (2001) proposed a 1D velocity
model for the country, which was adopted then by the RSNC and used since
then till nowadays (see Tabe 3.1).

Old Velocity Model
(RSNC)

New Velocity Model
(RSNC; Ojeda, 2001)

Depth (km) Velocity (km/s) Depth (km) Velocity (km/s)

0.0 4.0 0.0 4.8

2.0 5.5 4.0 6.6

5.0 6.4 25.0 7.0

25.0 7.1 32.0 8.0

35.0 8.1 40.0 8.1

>35.0 8.1 100.0 8.2

>100.0 8.2

Table 3.1: Old RSNC velocity model of the Colombian lithosphere, and new
velocity model proposed by (Ojeda & Havskov, 2001), adopted by the RSNC
and being used from 2002 up to today.

3.4 Focal Mechanisms

A focal mechanism is a geometrical representation known as ”beach ball”
that describes the faulting geometry during an earthquake using seismo-
grams recorded at various distances and azimuths. It indicates a the radi-
ation pattern of the seismic waves which depends on fault geometry (Stein
& Wysession, 2009).
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Figure 3.5: Representation of P-wave first motions received from different
directions. The nodal planes are presented dividing the quadrants into com-
pressional and dilatational regimes. One of the nodal planes represents the
fault plane (Taken from (Stein & Wysession, 2009)).

The fault geometry in a focal mechanism is based on the radiation pat-
tern of first motion (polarity) of body waves (see Figure 3.5). First motion of
P-wave arrival picks vary depending on the direction to the seismic station
from the epicenter, and the motion or polarity (compression or dilatation) of
P-wave first arrivals. The projection of upward and downward motions on
the focal sphere located at the hypocenter location defines four quadrants
for a double-couple source (two compressional and two dilatational) (Stein &
Wysession, 2009). The division between the quadrants occurs along the so-
called ”nodal planes” (Stein & Wysession, 2009) (See Figure 3.5). However,
both nodal planes present the same first motion slips so first motions only
cannot resolve which of these planes describes the real fault plane. Addi-
tional information can be used to constrain which of the nodal planes likely
is the fault plane, such as ground motion observations, aftershocks which
can delineate the fault plane, or even variations in the waveforms observed
at different directions who’s ”directivity” can be used to infer the fault plane
(Stein & Wysession, 2009).
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Figure 3.6: Focal mechanisms solutions for an earthquake in Iceland
(September 15, 1991). (a) Solution assuming a double couple source and
(b) assuming a non double couple source (Taken from (Anthony, 2011)).

Two main types of focal mechanisms exists and are described as ”double-
couple” and ”non double-couple” (Julian, Miller, & Foulger, 1998). The
double couple refers to an elastic radiation pattern from a force couple act-
ing on a couple of planes, which means a pair of forces in opposite direction a
small distance apart (Stein & Wysession, 2009). It presents the fault plane
and the auxiliary plane as the solution of the focal mechanism. The non
double couple refers to beach balls with some deformation occurring out of
the nodal planes because the source is also a non double couple force pro-
duced by changes in volume and mass transport (Anthony, 2011).

3.5 Stress Field

To every point in a rock body there corresponds a state of stress, and the spa-
tial distribution of states of stress at an instant is called stress field (Means,
2012). Forces are presumed to act on and influence every point of the body
or material. According to Stein & Wysession (2009), two types of forces can
act on an object: (1) body forces and (2) surface forces. The first one is
the one that acts everywhere within an object, which results on a net force
proportional to the volume of the object, and the second one acts on the
surface of the object and yields a net force proportional to the surface area
of the object (Stein & Wysession, 2009).
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σij =

σ11 σ12 σ13
σ21 σ22 σ23
σ31 σ32 σ33

 (3.1)

An object force state can be described by the stress tensor (see equa-
tion 3.1). The diagonal components of the tensor are called the ”normal
stresses”. Positive and negative values of these stresses corresponds to ten-
sion and compression behaviors, respectively. According to Stein & Wyses-
sion (2009), since most of the material is under compression beneath the
surface due to material above, then normal stress components are negative.

σ11 − λ σ12 σ13
σ21 σ22 − λ σ23
σ31 σ32 σ33 − λ

n1

n2

n3

 =

0
0
0

 (3.2)

Principal stresses are determined only when surfaces of the body are
oriented in such a way that the shear tractions vanish (Stein & Wyses-
sion, 2009) and then ”normal stresses” gets new values. The eigenvectors
and eigenvalues associated to the homogeneous linear equation solution (see
Equation 3.2) of the stress tensor are the principal stress axes n and the prin-
cipal stresses λ associated with each one of the pairs eigenvector-eigenvalue
(Stein & Wysession, 2009). From now on, σ1, σ2 and σ3 represents the
principal stresses, where σ1 corresponds to the maximum stress component,
σ3 corresponds to the minimum stress component, and σ2 is between them
(Stein & Wysession, 2009).

According to Julivert (1986), stress directions of σ1, σ2 and σ3 can be
determined if the following is known: (1) the behavior of the fault plane
(strike and dip), (2) the orientation of the initial displacement vector and
(3) the angle between the fault plane and σ1. Anderson’s and Coulomb
failure criteria predicts the type, direction and dip of fault planes given the
orientation of the stress field (three main stress), and for a given stress field
there are two possible fault plane that could respond to it. Since the fo-
cal mechanism contemplate this by the existence of two nodal planes, then
stress field inversion can be applied to a focal mechanism solution. By this
existence of two nodal planes, the angle between σ1 and the fault plane can
be constrained (Julivert, 1986). However, this solution is correct only if the
failure is assumed to be produced by the stress field and not to previous
movements or that the failure developed before (Julivert, 1986). The prin-
cipal stress inversion solution is not accurate unless the real fault plane is
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known (Vavryčuk, 2014).

3.6 STRESSINVERSE

StressInverse is a Matlab code for stress and fault orientation inversion from
focal mechanism parameters. The code make use of Michael’s method (1984)
with an instability criterion from Lund & Slunga (1999).

Michael’s method (1984) consists in resolving the system of (At = s ⇒
t = A−1s) which is presented in the equation 3.2, where A is the stress
tensor, t is the vector of stress components and s is the unit direction of
the slip vector. However, this method don’t try to recognize which nodal
plane is the fault plane, and this could cause a decrease in accuracy of the
stress tensor solution (Vavryčuk, 2014). To correct this and select the better
oriented nodal plane as the fault plane, Michael (1987) proposed the failure
criteria for faulting as a possible ”fault choice algorithm”, and elaborated
later by (Lund & Slunga, 1999).

Figure 3.7: Mohr circle illustrating the Mohr-Coulomb failure criterion. Red
area shows all the possible fault plane orientations that could satisfy the
failure criterion. Upper and lower half-planes corresponds to conjugate faults
(Taken from (Vavryčuk, 2014)).
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Lund & Slunga (1999) based on Michael’s proposal (1987), started to
analyse which nodal plane was the more unstable in the stress field and thus
more susceptible to shear faulting, quantified by the Mohr-Coulomb failure
criterion. According to the criterion, for failure to occur, shear traction τ
on a fault must exceed a critical value τc, calculated from cohesion C, fault
friction µ, compressive normal stress σn and pore pressure p.

∆τ = τ − τc ≥ 0 (3.3)

Where τc is described by the following equation, which also describes
the Coulomb failure equation, and corresponds to the lines tangent to Mohr
circle (see Figure 3.7):

τc = C + µ(σn − p) (3.4)

The fault plane will be the nodal plane which has the higher value of
Coulomb failure stress ∆τ .

The code receives a three column data file (strike, dip and rake) of the fo-
cal mechanism solutions, selecting best fault plane based on Lund & Slunga
(1999) criterion and then doing stress inversion of Michael’s method (1984).
Output are the strike, rake and dip of a selected fault plane for each focal
mechanism, shape ratio (described by equation 3.5), σ1, σ2 and σ3 azimuths
and plunges, principal mechanisms (strike dip and rake) of two principal fo-
cal mechanisms retrieved from the optimum stress tensor, and mean friction
of the faults.

R =
σ1 − σ2
σ1 − σ3

(3.5)

Aside from this, the other outputs of interest are: (1) P and T axes of
the initial focal mechanism solutions with the optimum principal stress axes,
(2) Mohr circle with the fault planes, and (3) stress directions on the focal
sphere.
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Chapter 4

Methodology and Process

In this section, all the processes for results gathering will be mentioned in-
cluding the planification for the data gathering. The main goal of this work
is to gather events of the Cauca nest, pick P and S wave polarities and
amplitudes, compute the focal mechanisms, compute stress field inversion
based on the fault plane solutions, and propose an explanation of the causes
of concentrated nucleation in the nest.

4.1 Codes for Signal Processing

In order to process the data, the main goal was to get a code or software to
manage the seismic data. For this work, the software SEISAN (Ottemöller &
Havskov, 2014) was used for Linux distribution. The software implements
four types of focal mechanisms calculations codes, which are the central
codes of this project (FOCMEC, HASH, FPFIT, PINV).

To work with the software, three main file types are necessary: (1) Wave-
form files of the events, (2) Phase and hypocenter files of the events and (3)
Crustal Velocity Model file of the RSNC.

An important part of this work process was to get familiar with the
codes, the function of the files, the directories, the phase/amplitude pick-
ings and its storage, and also how the fault plane calculations codes works
in order to analyze and get the best result out of them.
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4.2 Events and Metadata Gathering

The RSNC offers public signal data (information of the events, S-files, wave-
form files in MINISEED format) including the specific information of the
stations location (STATION0.HYP file).

Based on Vargas & Mann (2013) map (Figure 2.4), the location of the
Cauca nest was inferred based on the labeling of the map, but still there
wasn’t an area specific enough to limit the nest. The map of Figure 2.4
helped to produce a map in the RNSC catalog website to locate the nest.
Then the coordinates (4.782929◦, -76.173070◦) were defined as the center lo-
cation of the Cauca nest, in Albán town (Ansermanuevo municipality, Valle
del Cauca, Colombia).

For the focal mechanism calculations, high magnitude events were needed
for a clear picking of phases and amplitudes. A search in the RSNC catalog
was made to get the first 48 events with the highest Ml magnitudes (since
some of them don’t have Mw values), under the following specifications pre-
sented in Table 4.1. the events are shown in Table B.1 from Appendix B

4.3 Code Testing

SEISAN make use of four codes for focal mechanism solutions: FOCMEC,
HASH, FPFIT and PINV (Ottemöller & Havskov, 2014). To test them all,
5 events with the greatest Ml were selected from Table B.1 from Appendix
B. Also, to see changes in the results depending on the codes, a variable was
changed during the testing which was the crustal velocity model of Colom-
bia. The basic idea of this part was to evaluate the four codes and decide the
best code for fault plane solution, based on similarities with similar solution
to the other codes, function specifications and parameters functionalities
(see section 3.2).

Five crustal velocity models were used in the focal mechanism calcula-
tions for all the codes and the 5 events. The five crustal velocity models that
were used were the ones exposed by Ojeda & Havskov (2001): (1) the actual
and accepted crustal velocity model for Colombia (in use by the RSNC, Ta-
ble 3.1), (2) the old crustal velocity model (previously used by the RSNC,
Table 3.1), (3) a higher velocity crustal velocity model obtained from the
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FINDING PARAMETERS

Minimum Depth 80 km

Maximum Depth 700 km

Minimum Ml 4

Maximum Ml 9

Maximum Mw 0

Minimum Mw 9

Beginning Date 01/06/1993

Ending Date 14/05/2016

Maximum Latitude 4.963813

Minimum Latitude 4.601588

Maximum Longitude -75.991607

Minimum Longitude -76.352746

Minimum RMS 0

Maximum RMS 10

Minimum GAP 0

Maximum GAP 360

Table 4.1: Events finding parameters for this work.

accepted velocity model, (4) a lower velocity crustal velocity model obtained
from the accepted velocity model and (5) a constant crustal velocity model.

Results of this code testing, together with the code specification from
manuals, indicated that HASH was the best code to use for the parameter-
ization and the focal mechanism calculation process.

4.4 Parameterization Test

This procedure purpose is to evaluate the efficiency and changes in the in-
puts on the code from section 4.3. This test consists in using the same
five events from the last section with different parameters and to tests; (1)
parameterization of fault plane solution, one with only polarity picks and
the other with polarities and amplitude ratios on the new RSNC crustal
velocity model and (2) fault planes computed for the five events and the
three different crustal velocity models from Ojeda & Havskov (2001) with
polarities and amplitude ratios. Polarity picks were done only in the vertical
(P and SV phases) and transverse (SH phase) components from the result of
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seismogram rotation of their horizontal components (North-East), and the
same with the amplitudes.

For the first part of the parameterization test, the crustal velocity model
is the actual RSNC model proposed by Ojeda & Havskov (2001), and for the
second part, the three crustal velocity models used were; (1) the old RSNC
velocity model, (2) the new and actual RSNC crustal velocity model from
(Ojeda & Havskov, 2001) (see Table 3.1), and the (3) constant crustal veloc-
ity model (3 km/s). Solutions from the second part will be compared with
results in literature (Vargas & Mann, 2013; Toro & Osorio, 2005; Cortés &
Angelier, 2005).

4.5 Cauca Nest Focal Mechanisms

Figure 4.1: Polarity picks (D:dilatation; C:compression) of P-waves (IP) and
S-waves (ES) with the vertical component of four different stations (stations
labeled at left side of the waveforms). No amplitude picks of the phases are
presented in this figure.

Once the parameterization test is done, alongside with the evaluation of
the codes, then the focal mechanisms are calculated for all the 48 events.
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Some of the stations have reversed axes for some time periods. Polarities
and amplitudes picked for these stations were checked by the RSNC, and
other stations have confused information between North and East compo-
nents, so the rotated components would also be affected. Because of this,
a shell script was made in order to check the S-files (which names depends
on year and date of the event), find the specific stations with problems, and
make an automatic correction. After this process, the final focal mecha-
nisms could be computed by the HASH code; the one selected amongst all
to compute focal mechanisms due to the amplitude error treats (see section
3.2) and due to the first code testing (see section 4.1).

Also, another important thing to take into account is the change of
crustal velocity model by the RSNC to the one proposed by Ojeda & Havskov
(2001). A preliminar step (calculation of hypocenter location of each event)
is needed to compute focal mechanisms. S-files from old events report
hypocenters which are calculated with the old RSNC crustal velocity model.
Hypocenter locations are then recalculated for each event to update S-files
with the new hypocenter location based on the new crustal velocity model
of Ojeda & Havskov (2001). Ojeda & Havskov (2001) shows in a table (Fig-
ure 4.2) the depth difference from the old to the new crustal velocity model
for numerous earthquakes. According to their Figure (see Figure 4.2), most
of the earthquakes have changes in hypocentral depth of less than 20 km,
and tend to be shallower. However, hypocenters are very stable horizontally.
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Figure 4.2: Depth difference of old to new crustal velocity model of Colombia
per number of earthquakes based on event relocation (Taken from (Ojeda &
Havskov, 2001)).

4.6 Stress Field Orientation

Focal mechanism calculation give a solution in terms of strike, dip and rake
for each earthquake. With that information, another code was used to cal-
culate for each event the stress field orientation (σ1, σ2, σ3), named Stress-
Inverse.

The code, executed in Matlab with the file StressInverse.m, received the
strike, dip and rake of the possible fault plane solution from the focal mech-
anisms as a parameter in order to obtain the azimuth and plunge of the
principal stress directions (σ1, σ2, σ3) and main focal mechanisms used for
the optimum stress field inversion.
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Chapter 5

Results

5.1 Parameterization Test

As mentioned in section 4.4, two parameters were changed for testing the
solutions. For the first test, three velocity models are used with polarity
picks and amplitude ratios made on the vertical and transverse components.
The results are illustrated in Figure 5.1 with the corresponding fault plane
solutions value in Table 5.1.

For the second part of the test, Figure 5.2 presents the results of the new
RSNC model used with and without amplitude ratios for the fault plane cal-
culation. The corresponding strike, dip and rake values from the mentioned
figure can be found in Table 5.2.

Constant Velocity
Model

New Velocity
Model

Old Velocity
Model

Event Strike Dip Rake Strike Dip Rake Strike Dip Rake

2/11/2009 346.7 49.9 -45.0 103.3 73.7 -133.8 103.3 73.2 -134.6

10/12/1997 110.0 41.5 140.9 92.9 43.0 121.5 92.5 43.2 121.2

20/3/2011 6.7 59.1 -93.5 121.6 54.1 149.5 120.4 54.3 148.9

21/2/2015 92.0 57.1 153.6 84.9 62.9 128.1 91.0 44.4 150.9

29/1/2010 333.1 71.8 -147.8 340.2 89.0 -98.3 340.9 68.1 -129.8

Table 5.1: Results from test 1 (parameterization with different crustal ve-
locity models): Strike, dip and rake of fault plane solutions from Figure
5.1.
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Figure 5.1: Results of parameterization test for five events with three differ-
ent crustal velocity models: constant (left column), new (mid column) and
old (right column) RSNC model on the five test events. P and T axes are
on the white and grey regions, respectively. Black and red dots represents
Up and Down motion polarities, respectively.
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Figure 5.2: Results of parameterization test for five events with the new
RSNC crustal velocity model with amplitude ratios (left column) and with-
out amplitude ratios (right column) ratios. P and T axes are on the white
and grey regions, respectively. Black and red dots represent Up and Down
motion polarities, respectively.
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With Amplitude Ratios Without Amplitude Ratios

Events Strike Dip Rake Strike Dip Rake

2/11/2009 103.3 73.7 -133.8 92.1 73.3 -158.7

10/12/1997 92.9 43.0 121.5 92.9 43.0 121.5

20/3/2011 121.6 54.1 149.5 161.3 23.3 -127.8

21/2/2015 84.9 62.9 128.1 88.9 62.5 133.3

29/1/2010 340.2 89.0 -98.3 211.3 4.7 -83.9

Table 5.2: Results from test 2 (parameterization with amplitude ratios and
without it): Strike, dip and rake of fault plane solutions from Figure 5.2.

In the velocity model test (see Figure 5.1) there are little variations in
most of the focal mechanisms. Even if the strike, dip and rake values are
variable in detail (see Table 5.1), the beach ball geometries don’t change
much. However, 20/3/2011 and 29/1/2010 events in the constant and new
velocity model, respectively, present a significant change compared with the
other two models.

Most of the geometries describe oblique reverse fault, but some of them
also describe low-angle reverse fault (29/1/2010 event; new model), normal
faulting (20/3/2011 event; constant model), strike-slip with some normal
faulting component (event 2/11/2009; three models) and also oblique nor-
mal movement (29/1/2010 event; constant and old models).

Something that can be seen is how the polarities are spaced around in
similar way in all velocity model results. However the constant velocity
model tends to reduce all polarities ratios towards the center of the sphere.
Figure 5.1 shows in the left column how, compared with the other models,
the points seem to be closer between them and by that also closer to the
center. On the other hand, the new and old velocity models don’t show no-
ticeable differences according to polarities position on the sphere, with the
exception of 29/1/2010 event with the new velocity model which mostly show
that all the polarities moved toward the sphere circumference. Changes in
these polarities distribution may be due to change in crustal velocity model,
changing the ray path of each P and S wave propagation. Ray paths in New
and Old models tends t deflect more than in the Constant velocity model,
which explains the more scattered distribution of the polarities in the New
and Old velocity models.

For the second test (amplitude picks; see Figure 5.2) only the new ve-
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SV/P SH/P SV/SH Total

2/11/2009 9 4 1 14

10/12/1997 2 0 0 2

20/3/2011 3 1 1 5

21/2/2015 8 12 13 33

29/1/2010 3 4 5 12

Table 5.3: Amplitude ratios used for the parameterization (both tests for
each event).

locity model is used, so there is no change in the polarities position on the
sphere. However, the amplitude ratio pick lead to noticeable changes in the
solutions with exceptions of the 10/12/1997 and 21/2/2015 events. Event
20/3/2011 change from a oblique-reverse to a mostly normal faulting, while
the 29/1/2010 does not change from fault geometry but it does for fault
plane dip orientation (see Figure 5.2). Still, most of them are described by
an oblique-reverse faulting plane, but some tend to also have a strike-slip
component.

There is no clear correlation between changes in the focal mechanism
solutions and the number of amplitude ratios used in their calculation (see
Table 5.3). However, there is an influence of the amplitude ratios to better
constrain the solution (fault plane behavior possibilities), and the method
of amplitude ratios can help to make a convergence to a unique fault plane
solution. However, amplitude picks must be taken with extreme precaution,
since it could generate errors on the fault plane calculation if amplitude
picks are uncertain, and even more if there is a great amount of these picks.
That is why amplitude picks were done only in clear P or S phase arrivals.

5.2 Hypocenter Relocation of Events

For the final focal mechanism solutions from the Cauca nest, all 48 events
hypocenters were recalculated with the code HASH, both polarities and am-
plitude ratios, and the new RSNC crustal velocity model. The hypocenter
relocation are showed in Table B.1 from Appendix B and a 3D representa-
tion of intermediate-depth earthquakes in Colombia is showed in Figure 5.3
along with the hypocenter relocations of the Cauca nest selected events.
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Figure 5.3: Intermediate-depth earthquakes in Colombia (blue) and
hypocenter relocation of the 48 events from the Cauca nest (red). Some
red dots indicate shallow seismicity relocated away from the Cauca nest.
The seismicity plotted illustrates the Wadati-Benioff zones under Colombia
(Bucaramanga and Cauca segments).

5.3 Cauca Nest Focal Mechanisms

The focal mechanism solutions are shown in Figure 5.4 and the detailed
”beach ball” solutions with polarities are shown in Appendix A. The strike,
dip an rake numbers of each solutions are given in Table C.1 from Appendix
C.
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Figure 5.4: Focal mechanism solutions of the selected 48 events of the Cauca
nest. Red beach balls represent the solutions with extreme changes in the
hypocenter relocation (results in shallow seismicity) compared with the orig-
inal values (see red lines in Tables B.1 in Appendix B and C.1 in Appendix
C). Detailed solutions are in Appendix A. Light grey beach balls represents
solutions not well constrained (see section 6).
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5.4 Stress Field Orientation

All 48 focal mechanism solutions were used to compute the stress field ori-
entations in the STRESSINVERSE Matlab code. The P and T axes results
are presented in Figures 5.5 and 5.6.

Figure 5.5: P (red circles) and T (blue plus symbols) axes of focal mechanism
solutions. σ1, σ2 and σ3 stress directions are also plotted as O, X and +
green symbols, respectively.

Figure 5.6: Confidence limits of the principal stress directions. Red green
and blue dots correspond to σ1, σ2 and σ3, respectively.
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Differences between focal mechanism solutions of the accepted hypocen-
ters for the Cauca nest are noticeable, and because of that, the 48 events
were plotted to understand and observe hypocenter grouping (see Figure
5.7). Two main groups were identified; one with events more grouped than
the others, and from now on labeled as Group 1 (yellow) and Group 2
(green) (see Figure 5.8). Also, due to some variability in the calculated fo-
cal mechanism solutions, the stress field inversion for all events could lead
to misleading results. Two main groups with different stress field solutions
could better tell us how different are the stress field directions between these
two areas, and thus, supporting a generalized view of the stress field in this
part of the slab.

Figure 5.7: Hypocenter relocation of the selected Cauca nest events.
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Figure 5.8: Hypocenter locations of the two main groups selected of the
Cauca nest: yellow and green ones refer to Group 1 and 2, respectively.

The code STRESSINVERSE was used to compute the stress field. Fig-
ures 5.9 and 5.11 illustrate the P and T axes of the focal mechanisms together
with σ1, σ2 and σ3 stress directions from Group 1 and 2, and Figures 5.10
and 5.12 are confidence limits for those stress directions for the two groups.
Tables of stress directions for Group 1 and 2 are shown on Tables 5.4 and
5.5, respectively. Group one calculation gives a shape ratio of R = 0.708
and a friction of µ = 1 while Group 2 obtained shape ratio of R = 0.525
and a friction of µ = 1.
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Figure 5.9: P (red circles) and T (blue plus symbols) axes of focal mechanism
solutions of Group 1. σ1, σ2 and σ3 stress directions are also plotted as O,
X and + green symbols, respectively.

Figure 5.10: Confidence limits of the principal stress directions from Group
1. Red green and blue dots correspond to σ1, σ2 and σ3, respectively.

Azimuth Plunge

σ1 306.78 38.90

σ2 195.03 24.66

σ3 81.46 41.06

Table 5.4: Principal stress directions (azimuth and plunge) of Group 1.
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Figure 5.11: P (red circles) and T (blue plus symbols) axes of focal mecha-
nism solutions of Group 2. σ1, σ2 and σ3 stress directions are also plotted
as O, X and + green symbols, respectively.

Figure 5.12: Confidence limits of the principal stress directions from Group
2. Red green and blue dots correspond to σ1, σ2 and σ3, respectively.

Azimuth Plunge

σ1 10.73 38.26

σ2 230.15 44.41

σ3 118.22 20.87

Table 5.5: Principal stress directions (azimuth and plunge) of Group 2.
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Also, the code gave for the two groups their two main focal mechanisms
representative of each group. Figure 5.13 illustrates the main fault plane
solutions of each group with the stress field direction previously reported.

Figure 5.13: In order from left to right, the two first focal mechanisms are
the principal focal mechanisms found for the optimal solution of stress field
for Group 1, and the last two represent the same but for Group 2. S1, S2
and S3 (red, green and blue stars, respectively) correspond to σ1, σ2 and σ3
stress directions.
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Chapter 6

Analysis and Discussion

Relocated events shallower than 80 km depth are ignored during the anal-
ysis of the seismicity in the nest, including the stress inversion and the
histograms (see Figure 5.3).

Unsatisfactory solutions not included in the histograms (see Figure 6.1
and 6.2) are the events: 21/10/1999, 21/4/2001, 17/4/2006, 12/3/2008 and
19/10/2009 (see Appendix A and see Figure 5.4). Another important aspect
to take into account, is that there might be errors in the focal mechanism
calculations due to a few main parameters: (1) incorrect time and amplitude
picks, (2) hypocenter relocation errors, and (3) errors in the velocity model.
These errors must have been translated to the stress direction calculation
as well, even if in this work the picking has been done in the most precise
way possible.
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Figure 6.1: Histogram of fault types recognized in the Cauca nest (Group
1) according to focal mechanism solutions (see Appendix A and C).

Figure 6.2: Histogram of fault types recognized in the Cauca nest (Group
2) according to focal mechanism solutions (see Appendix A and C).

According to the histograms, the predominant faulting type is the oblique-
normal in both of the groups (generally, normal faulting), which could cor-
respond mostly to the regional slab pull force. However, Group 1 shows
more reverse faulting types than Group 2, but the ratios in the number of
Reverse/Normal faulting mechanisms are similar for Group 1 and 2 (0.61
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and 0.5, respectively). We can also see that there is more variety of reverse
faulting in Group 1 than in Group 2, and also more events.

These types or movement predominance seem to be consistent with Toro
& Osorio (2005) results of intermediate-depth earthquakes in the Cauca
northern segment. They reported that from 15 events, 40% of them where
normal type, 33.33% to reverse, and 26.67% correspond to mixed-jointed.
Here in this work, there are mostly mixed ones (predominantly mixed-
normal). However, Toro & Osorio (2005) didn’t report any of strike-slip,
but in this work there are some strike-slip faulting, corresponding to a pos-
sible transition between oblique-normal to oblique-reverse faulting.

Figure 6.3: Group 1 and 2 illustrated in the Cauca segment with the rest of
the intermediate depth earthquakes in Colombia as yellow and green dots,
respectively. Bucaramanga segment is also indicated.

The Figure 6.3 shows the location of the groups in the Cauca segment.
Group 1 is located in the upper part of the Cauca nest, while the Group
2 is located in a deeper part of the nest. Also, since the seismicity follows
the slab geometry, then Group 1 could correspond to the upper part of the
oceanic crust in subduction, meaning the part in contact with the mantle,
while Group 2 could correspond to the lower oceanic crust, and thus, in-
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ternal structure of the oceanic crust in subduction. Based on the results
obtained with the STRESSINVERSE code, the principal focal mechanism
solutions from Figure 5.13 has a predominance of oblique-normal followed
by some oblique-reverse faulting for Group 1 and 2. This could mean that
the whole slab at the Cauca nest location is mainly in an extensional regime.

Location of these events are not in the slab bending part, but in the
highly dipping straight subducting part, so any explanation of nucleation in
the nest due to slab bending can be discarded. Also, this is supported due to
Group 1 and 2 faulting predominance. If this would be due to bending, the
following would be expected: (1) that nucleation occurs in the bending part
of the geometry, and (2) that in the upper part of the oceanic crust (Group
1), predominance of extentional (normal) faulting would be presented, while
in the lower part of the oceanic crust (Group 2), predominance of compres-
sional (reverse) would be present. However, in this work, even if there is no
opposite phenomenon, Group 1 presents a higher ratio of Reverse/Normal
faulting than Group 2.
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Figure 6.4: Stress field (see Tables 5.4 and 5.5) for Group 1 and 2 in the
Cauca segment with σ2, σ2 and σ3 labeled as red, green and blue arrows,
respectively. Bucaramanga segment is also indicated.

For stress fields, Group 1 has stress directions that fit more the general
solution of stress directions (see Figure 5.6) than Group 2, which is also
expected since this group includes more events than Group 2. Also, the
confidence limit for Group 1 is smaller than for Group 2. This could be due
to the events of Group 1 being closer together, while the events of Group 2
are more scattered. A lower event scatter could lead to a more homogeneous
group of focal mechanism solutions, and thus a better constrain of the stress
field directions.

In Group 1, σ1 azimuth seems to follow the subduction direction of the
Cauca segment, but due to its plunge value, the maximum stress seems
sub-perpendicular to the slab plane which could correspond to to the com-
pressive forces on the slab. σ2 follows a similar direction to the strike of the
Cauca slab, and since this stress direction is mostly related to the fault plane
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strike, then it could correspond to the slab breaking propagation direction.
Finally, σ3 has a similar azimuth as the slab downgoing direction with a dip
at a slight angle from the dip of the slab at the location of the Cauca nest
location. Then, σ3 could be the reaction stress that determines the normal
faulting.

In Group 2, σ1 seems to follow the strike direction of the slab, while σ2
follows a similar direction, but with more error than in Group 1. Finally,
σ3 seems to follow the slab subduction direction leading to mainly normal
faulting along the slab, which may describe a slab break phenomenon.

In both groups, σ2 follows a similar direction of the slab strike of the
Cauca segment. And since the stress direction is mostly related to the fault
plane strike, then it could correspond to the slab breaking propagation di-
rection. This is also supported by the Figure 6.5, which is a rose diagram of
the strike of the selected nodal planes of each focal mechanisms as the real
fault plane by STRESSINVERSE.

Figure 6.5: Rose diagram of the strike directions of Group 1 and 2. The
strikes corresponds to selected nodal planes of the focal mechanisms as the
real fault plane by the STRESSINVERSE code. A predominance of direction
similar to the strike of the Cauca segment can be noticed.
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Figure 6.6: Stress field (see Table 5.4) from Group 1 over the mean position
of events from Group 1. σ2, σ2 and σ3 are labeled as red, green and blue
arrows, respectively.
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Figure 6.7: Stress field (see Table 5.5) from Group 2 over the mean position
of events from Group 2. σ2, σ2 and σ3 are labeled as red, green and blue
arrows, respectively.
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Figure 6.8: Proposed model for the Cauca nest activity. Slab detachment
initiation in the weaker zone mainly affected by mantle wedge and mantle
window material flows.

The Cauca nest is located at the northern limit of the Cauca segment,
and a clear East-West discontinuity of slab subduction is noticed due to
velocity inversion (Syracuse et al., 2016) and seismicity (Vargas & Mann,
2013). These may lead to think that this slab limit has something to do
with the high nucleation of seismic events. Also, Chiarabba et al. (2016)
proposed a massive dehydration of the oceanic crust as the main detona-
tor for the Bucaramanga nest activity. Taking all this into account, the
dehydration could play an important role in the Cauca nest nucleation as
well. The mantle window generated by the East-West subduction discon-
tinuity between the segments makes the North limit of the Cauca segment
to be a border exposed to mantle forces, meaning a more reactive part with
mantle material. Along with the dehydration process of the slab, this bor-
der becomes a weaker zone in the slab, being abruptly exposed to mantle
movements: mantle material driven from subduction window and mantle
wedge movements between the subducting slab and the lower continental
lithosphere (see Figure 6.8). Reverse faulting systems could be explained by
friction with opposite mantle forces, and the high nucleation in the North
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border of the Cauca segment could also correspond to the initiation of the
detaching of the slab at that depth (Group 1 dataset). However, internal
faulting may represent possible propagation or connection from this initia-
tion area to the internal part of the slab.

In the focal mechanism solutions presented in this study, a double-couple
source is assumed. However, if, as proposed, some events correspond to the
detachment of the slab, these events would show mostly tensional failure
which corresponds to a non-double couple source (Julian et al., 1998). Non-
double couple solutions could also come from fluid migration from partial
melting of the slab and mantle wedge as well. An inversion of the full mo-
ment tensor would be required in order to estimate the non-double part of
these events and test these hypotheses.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions

Relocation of the events were consistent with past relocation results using
the new crustal velocity model (Ojeda & Havskov, 2001) in terms of depth
differences, even though some of them show large hypocentral depth changes
(even more than 60 km). However, location uncertainties introduce errors
in focal mechanism calculations, and thus, stress inversion errors as well.
For future studies, more events are recommended, not only to evaluate the
Cauca nest, but also the general behavior of the Cauca slab.

The focal mechanisms computed and selected to be appropriate to study
the nest show a predominance of normal faulting in the subducting slab of
the Cauca segment (oblique-normal), interpreted as a slab rupture phe-
nomenon. This is supported by stress field orientations which shows a σ2
in the same direction as the slab strike and σ3 in the subduction direction.
Inverse faulting (oblique-reverse) is interpreted as a reaction to friction be-
tween mantle flows (mantle window and mantle wedge movements).

All the focal mechanism solutions were assuming a double couple mech-
anism. The detachment of the slab is described by tensional failure, and
thus, described by non-double couple sources (Julian et al., 1998). These
non-double couple sources can also correspond to fluid migration from par-
tial melting and from mantle wedge as well. Depending on the solution type,
the Cauca nest can be explained by slab breaking initiation on the north
limit of the Cauca segment, or by massive dehydration which induce high
partial melting and mantle wedge activity. This work propose for future
studies to consider non-double couple focal mechanism solutions as a follow
up of this analysis.
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Based on the position of the events, in reference with the slab geometry,
nucleations are not coming from the bending part and faulting types asso-
ciated don’t correspond to a bending, which seems to discard slab bending
as the cause of the Cauca nest.

The Cauca nest is at the North limit of the Cauca segment. This part
of the slab is the most affected by mantle flows (mantle windows and man-
tle wedge), potentially creating a weaker zone of the Cauca segment. High
number of events might be explained by a weakening of this zone of the
slab and at the same time, the friction exposure to most of the mantle flow
coming from mantle wedge and mantle window. Massive dehydration, a
phenomenon proposed as the cause for the high seismic activity of the Bu-
caramanga nest (Chiarabba et al., 2016), could play an equivalent role for
the Cauca nest to weaken the slab.
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Appendix A

Cauca Focal Mechanisms

Here are the presented focal mechanism solutions of the 48 events selected to
study the Cauca nest area, all computed under the HASH code in SEISAN.
No P and T axes are presented, but instead, polarities and P and T regions
are illustrated.
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Figure A.1: Focal mechanism solutions of the selected 48 events of the Cauca
nest. Detailed strike, dip and rake values are presented on Table C.1 from
Appendix C. P and T axes are on the white and grey regions, respectively.
Black and red dots represents Up and Down motion polarities, respectively.
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Appendix B

Hypocenter Relocation

YY MM DD HH Min Sec
Latitude

(◦)
Longitude

(◦)
Depth
(km)

Ml Mw

1997 11 6 00 36 30.1 4.853 -76.208 104.3 3.1

1997 9 29 12 37 48.2 4.686 -76.159 96.5 3.4

1997 12 10 20 12 17.4 4.682 -76.145 89.1 4.8

1998 2 14 10 08 1.2 4.757 -76.201 87.4 3.4

1998 10 1 02 22 51.0 4.920 -76.003 123.8 3.2

1999 10 21 04 02 0.6 4.678 -76.136 97.8 3.4

1999 10 27 03 16 43.2 4.784 -76.138 119.8 3.3

2000 3 11 01 07 12.3 4.706 -76.372 131.5 4.1

2000 5 23 20 13 14.4 4.891 -76.124 112.6 3.2

2001 4 21 23 32 35.4 4.593 -76.157 91.6 3.0

2001 11 9 19 56 43.4 4.515 -76.032 146.4 2.9

2004 2 8 04 23 45.2 4.711 -76.472 43.2

2004 8 22 23 35 53.3 4.625 -76.211 83.3 4.1

2005 10 25 09 43 23.8 4.590 -76.119 100.2 3.5

2005 12 22 11 17 54.4 4.697 -76.199 91.8 3.9

2006 4 17 16 23 30.6 4.880 -76.282 100.1 3.8

2006 11 24 00 44 33.0 4.722 -76.161 97.1 3.4

2007 1 31 16 41 2.9 4.633 -76.303 157.5 3.5

2007 5 8 22 03 8.4 4.666 -76.250 124.2 4.0

2007 5 17 00 56 58.4 4.759 -76.028 142.2 3.7

2007 8 7 22 08 18.2 4.631 -76.338 119.6 3.9

2008 3 12 20 08 35.1 4.705 -76.251 115.8 3.4

2008 11 18 21 28 4.5 5.190 -76.407 90.0 3.5
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2009 3 16 09 58 23.6 4.741 -76.360 104.9 3.3

2009 10 19 15 44 16.2 4.614 -76.182 114.7 3.4

2009 10 31 01 06 54.8 4.712 -76.231 80.4 3.9

2009 11 2 12 18 51.6 4.681 -76.152 86.0 4.7

2009 11 2 22 16 52.6 4.693 -76.147 83.4 3.4

2010 1 29 17 52 27.9 4.726 -76.137 100.1 4.6

2010 3 3 07 46 28.7 4.474 -76.426 5.7 3.9

2011 1 29 00 05 15.3 4.836 -76.153 130.8 4.3

2011 3 20 13 39 59.7 4.805 -76.303 107.9 4.4

2011 8 31 03 17 38.8 4.590 -76.210 73.8 3.6

2011 10 31 06 15 28.7 4.780 -76.181 120.7 3.5

2011 11 10 16 35 42.8 4.727 -76.386 111.6 3.7

2012 2 19 23 50 16.5 4.765 -76.226 93.7 3.6 4.0

2012 10 7 00 07 35.9 4.804 -76.307 111.1 3.8 3.6

2013 2 26 00 37 34.1 4.652 -76.333 117.4 2.7 3.3

2013 4 11 15 52 12.0 4.904 -76.399 101.4 3.0 3.4

2013 7 7 21 41 20.8 4.789 -76.253 110.3 2.9 3.4

2013 8 4 22 37 14.3 4.886 -76.152 116.0 3.7 4.0

2013 12 1 01 15 5.1 4.666 -76.157 91.0 3.2 3.5

2014 7 30 01 06 21.6 4.775 -76.193 118.8 3.3 3.8

2014 10 13 15 14 16.7 4.348 -76.058 0.2 3.1 3.4

2014 12 20 20 32 19.8 4.631 -76.212 113.0 2.9 3.4

2015 2 21 22 26 44.4 4.716 -76.204 102.4 5.1 5.2

2015 10 22 06 40 21.8 3.710 -76.277 100.3 2.5 3.3

2015 12 4 05 41 46.7 4.352 -76.159 158.0 3.4 3.8

Table B.1: Hypocenter relocations for the selected 48 events
of the Cauca nest. Red numbers represent relocation of events
with extreme changes in depth showing shallow earthquakes
outside the depth range defined for the Cauca nest ( 80 - 160
km).
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Appendix C

Focal Mechanisms Fault
Plane Solutions

YY MM DD Strike Dip Rake Strike Error Dip Error

1997 11 6 137.9 47.7 124.2 33.4 33.9

1997 9 29 25.4 37.4 97.9 26.3 26.2

1997 12 10 92.9 43.0 121.5 22.6 21.2

1998 2 14 64.3 54.1 -167.5 34.4 30.8

1998 10 1 258.1 86.8 167.3 36.1 34.7

1999 10 21 65.5 47.8 -170.6 44.5 45.6

1999 10 27 41.9 48.0 -124.3 29.9 28.3

2000 3 11 91.4 81.3 -167.3 37.9 35.3

2000 5 23 130.6 26.5 178.5 41.5 37.9

2001 4 21 331.9 36.0 14.0 46.9 47.2

2001 11 9 168.6 41.4 -35.6 30.7 46.2

2004 2 8 98.1 56.1 -170.8 37.2 43.7

2004 8 22 160.0 26.8 -144.4 15.7 25.2

2005 10 25 34.8 77.4 -148.9 20.3 29.2

2005 12 22 60.8 35.5 102.1 52.4 40.1

2006 4 17 332.8 85.7 179.2 47.3 37.6

2006 11 24 315.4 38.2 105.5 30.6 28.6

2007 1 31 294.3 22.8 -98.4 7.5 10.8

2007 5 8 317.3 28.9 -146.4 35.8 37.8

2007 5 17 295.3 34.0 -99.1 47.6 39.2

2007 8 7 51.3 43.6 -11.1 37.5 25.2

2008 3 12 75.7 21.7 -44.5 41.6 43.4
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2008 11 18 358.2 83.0 167.3 32.8 33.4

2009 3 16 305.0 49.1 -26.1 37.4 26.5

2009 10 19 54.7 54.8 -19.7 35.5 25.4

2009 10 31 8.0 73.9 -91.9 2.6 3.3

2009 11 2 103.3 73.7 -133.8 7.9 13.2

2009 11 2 75.8 19.6 138.8 17.3 30.7

2010 1 29 340.2 89.0 -98.3 6.5 4.3

2010 3 3 48.6 30.1 -174.8 22.1 17.0

2011 1 29 128.4 72.7 -112.4 1.4 13.5

2011 3 20 121.6 54.1 149.5 3.8 4.1

2011 8 31 93.4 43.6 145.2 16.7 16.2

2011 10 31 359.9 64.7 -90.7 18.2 10.5

2011 11 10 178.7 69.2 130.7 6.4 6.9

2012 2 19 157.7 32.0 -125.6 4.4 20.2

2012 10 7 340.7 84.3 -142.3 11.1 11.0

2013 2 26 139.5 38.5 -118.7 30.4 39.0

2013 4 11 179.8 51.5 159.9 14.7 17.8

2013 7 7 152.0 88.0 128.8 9.9 9.2

2013 8 4 297.2 70.3 -132.3 6.4 7.2

2013 12 1 84.1 48.1 166.9 13.1 15.6

2014 7 30 119.3 36.6 -149.8 2.5 9.2

2014 10 13 352.1 59.0 142.0 1.5 1.7

2014 12 20 302.2 52.9 -169.4 9.2 14.0

2015 2 21 84.9 62.9 128.1 4.6 5.5

2015 10 22 133.4 40.0 -114.0 0.0 0.0

2015 12 4 120.2 85.8 -172.9 2.3 4.9

Table C.1: Focal Mechanism solutions (strike, dip, rake, with
errors) of the 48 events of the Cauca nest (see Figure 5.4
and Appendix A). Red numbers indicate earthquakes with
large depth differences between the original location and their
relocation with the new RSNC velocity model.
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